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1 

On behalf of the Plaintiff, the People of the State of New York (“Plaintiff”), the Office of 

Attorney General Letitia James (“OAG”) respectfully submits this memorandum of law in 

opposition to Defendant National Rifle Association of America’s (“NRA”) motion to exclude 

expert testimony of Dr. Erica Harris, Plaintiff’s proffered expert on nonprofit accounting and 

nonprofit regulatory and tax reporting.  

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 
 

At issue in this case, and as alleged in the Plaintiff’s Second Amended Complaint (“SAC” 

or “Complaint,” NYSCEF 646), is the Defendant NRA’s and Defendants Wayne LaPierre, John 

Frazer, Wilson “Woody” Phillips, and Joshua Powell’s (collectively the “Individual Defendants”) 

compliance with relevant state law. Plaintiff alleges that Defendants failed to properly administer 

charitable assets as required by the Estates, Powers, and Trusts Law (“EPTL”). Further, as a New 

York not-for-profit corporation, the NRA is barred from paying dividends and distributing “any 

part of its income or profit to its members, directors, or officers,” other than as “compensation in 

a reasonable amount” to officers, directors, or members for services actually rendered. New York 

Not-For-Profit Corporation Law (“N-PCL”) § 515(a). The Individual Defendants, similarly, are 

duty bound to act in the best interests of the NRA, which includes complying with fiduciary duties 

of care, loyalty and obedience.  Such duties include, among other things, following all laws 

applicable to not-for-profit organizations and their officers and directors, including prohibitions 

under federal law against use of NRA assets to provide private benefit or inurement.1     

The NRA, as a tax-exempt organization under the Internal Revenue Code (“IRC”) 

§501(c)(4), is subject to certain annual filing requirements. The IRS Form 990 is a mandatory 

 
1 See Victoria B. Bjorklund, James J. Fishman and Daniel L. Kurtz, New York Nonprofit Law and Practice: With 
Tax Analysis (2d ed. May 2013), § 6.04. 
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informational tax filing that tax-exempt organizations with annual gross receipts above $200,000 

or total assets greater than $500,000, like the National Rifle Association of America (“NRA”), 

must file each year with the IRS and, for charities operating in, or incorporated under, the laws of 

New York, with the New York State Attorney General’s Charities Bureau. Designed to collect and 

disclose important information about nonprofit finances and governance, the Form 990 is the IRS’ 

“primary tool for gathering information about tax-exempt organizations, educating organizations 

about tax law requirements and promoting compliance [with relevant laws]…Additionally, most 

states rely on the Form 990 to perform charitable and other regulatory oversight….”2 The Form 

990 is signed by an officer of the nonprofit who avers that “[u]nder penalties of perjury, I declare 

that I have examined this return, including accompanying schedules and statements, and to the 

best of my knowledge and belief, it is true, correct, and complete.”3   

Mandatory disclosures in the Form 990 include information about excess benefits4 received 

by nonprofit executives and others, and diversions of assets.5  The NRA, after the Attorney 

General’s Complaint was filed in August 2020, belatedly acknowledged the payment of excess 

benefits to the Individual Defendants LaPierre, Phillips, Powell and Frazer, among other members 

of the NRA’s senior leadership, in its 2019 IRS Form 990 (filed in November 2020), and its 2020 

IRS Form 990 (filed in November 2021).  The NRA also disclosed two diversions of assets in its 

 
2 See https://www.irs.gov/charities-non-profits/form-990-resources-and-
tools#:~:text=Form%20990%20is%20the%20IRS,the%20public%20about%20their%20programs.  
3 https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/f990.pdf.  
 
4 An excess benefit transaction means any transaction in which an economic benefit is provided by an applicable 
tax-exempt organization directly or indirectly to or for the use of any disqualified person, that is, any person who is 
or was in a position to exercise substantial influence over the affairs of the organization, and the value of the 
economic benefit provided exceeds the value of the consideration (including the performance of services) received 
for providing the benefit. 26 C.F.R. Section 53.4958-4. Excess benefit transactions expose the charitable nonprofit to 
revocation of its tax exemption under the Internal Revenue Code, and the responsible individuals to excise tax 
liability for receiving or permitting payments of excess benefits.  
 
5 See Harris, Petrovits, and Yemin. Effect of Nonprofit Governance on Giving: Evidence from the Revised Form 990, 
The Accounting Review, 2015, 90(2): 579-610.  
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2019 IRS Form 990, including an embezzlement by an unnamed employee. Record evidence has 

established that the employee was Defendant LaPierre’s longtime special assistant, Mildred 

Hallow.6   

Plaintiff has offered the expert opinion of Dr. Erica Harris, who is an Associate Professor 

of Accounting and a Certified Public Accountant. Her area of expertise and academic research is 

accounting in the nonprofit sector, and she has extensively published concerning nonprofit 

regulatory reporting, governance and performance.7 The NRA does not challenge Dr. Harris’ 

qualifications to serve as an expert. Rather, the focus of the NRA’s challenge is on the opinions 

Dr. Harris offers that are based on her statistical analysis of reporting by nonprofit organizations 

of excess benefit transactions and significant diversions of assets within the nonprofit. She uses 

her statistical analysis to assess the NRA’s disclosures as compared to other nonprofit 

organizations on these points. 

Dr. Harris’ comparative analysis is probative of the Defendants’ failure to properly 

administer charitable assets under the EPTL. This includes the NRA’s failure to provide sufficient 

oversight of the NRA’s finances to prevent improper use of its assets to bestow benefits on NRA 

executives and other insiders and to prevent the diversion of assets for non-charitable uses, 

particularly as compared with other similarly situated charitable nonprofit organizations.  

Dr. Harris analyzed IRS Form 990 filings of hundreds of thousands of charities which 

electronically file8 their Form 990s. The regulatory filings she reviewed encompass an 11-year 

 
6 See Wang Aff., Ex A (NRA Corporate Representative Deposition, Day 1 Tr. 397: 13 – 398:7) 
7 See Appendix D, curriculum vitae of Dr. Erica Harris, Dr. Harris’ initial report (“Harris Report”) which is attached 
as Exhibit A to the Affirmation of Christopher Zona filed in support of Defendant NRA’s motion to exclude.  
NYSCEF 1322. 
 
8 IRS regulations require certain tax-exempt organizations with total assets of $10 million or more to file Forms 990 
electronically.  See https://www.irs.gov/charities-non-profits/exempt-organizations-e-file-large-organizations-
required-to-file-
electronically#:~:text=E%2Dfiling%20of%20Forms%20990,to%20file%20Forms%20990%20electronically.  
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time period, providing for over 1.6 million “organization years.9” Each “organization year” is one 

individual year within the time period of 2010 to 2020 in which the organization electronically 

filed an IRS Form 990.  For example, the NRA represented eleven organization years because they 

electronically filed their IRS Form 990 in every year between 2010 and 2020.  Dr. Harris’ statistical 

analysis of this data reveals that the NRA is a significant outlier in terms of the number of instances 

of excess benefits it reports its disqualified persons received and diversions of assets it reports 

having occurred within the organization.  Dr. Harris’ analysis shows that the NRA is in a very 

small group among the public charities that electronically file their IRS Form 990s that have 

reported such misuse of assets between 2010 and 2020. The statistical analysis supports Dr. Harris’ 

opinion that the NRA is an outlier in terms of the number of reported excess benefit transactions 

and significant diversions of assets. This analysis demonstrates that the NRA stands dramatically 

apart from the overwhelming majority of charities based on these failures to prudently protect and 

administer its charitable assets.  

Defendant NRA fails to establish a legitimate basis to exclude Dr. Harris’ opinions. In its 

motion, the NRA makes a series of arguments that find no support in the law, rely entirely on their 

own factual mistakes concerning the data set and a misunderstanding of Dr. Harris’ work, and a 

misapprehension that the existence of questions that the NRA may address to Dr. Harris on cross 

examination should result in her exclusion. At best, the NRA’s arguments in support of their 

motion go to the weight, not the admissibility, of Dr. Harris’ testimony as an expert witness.   

Dr. Harris’ opinions are plainly relevant to whether the NRA and the Individual Defendants 

complied with their legal obligations concerning oversight and administration of the NRA’s 

 
9 See Harris Report p.8, FN20 – the data set includes 285,354 charities who electronically filed between 11 years 
(2010-2020).  Each organization is included, on average, 5.95 times.  In other words, one single organization may 
have filed electronically in 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, and 2020 – representing five “organization years.” 
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charitable assets and are reliably based on a straightforward statistical methodology and her 

extensive experience in applying that methodology. Her testimony will be helpful to the trier of 

fact because it will provide necessary context for a layperson to understand that the NRA’s history 

of admitted excess benefit transactions and significant diversions of assets makes it an extreme 

outlier in the nonprofit sector.  Lay jurors may not be familiar with the nonprofit sector, specific 

restrictions on use and diversion of charitable assets or how rare such violations occur among 

public charities comparable to the NRA.  Dr. Harris’ testimony will help a juror put into context 

the NRA’s disclosed excess benefit transactions and significant diversions of assets, critical 

information that would otherwise be unavailable to the finder of fact.  

As set forth below, the NRA’s motion should be denied in its entirety. 

BACKGROUND 

A.   Defendant NRA reported both excess benefit transactions and significant diversions of 
assets in its IRS Form 990s for 2019 and 2020, including specific payments to three of the 
four individual defendants   
 

Dr. Harris’ opinion is probative and relevant to the First Cause of Action of Plaintiff’s 

SAC. Plaintiff alleges that Defendants have failed to properly administer charitable assets under 

the EPTL.  

The SAC details widespread waste of corporate assets and improper reimbursement of 

travel, gift and entertainment expenses to NRA executives, most notably to Defendant LaPierre. 

See, e.g., SAC ¶¶143-166, 198-208.  After this action was commenced, Defendant NRA for the 

first time disclosed numerous examples of improper payment and reimbursement for personal 

expenses and benefits as excess benefit transactions and, in some instances, significant diversions 

of assets, on the NRA’s IRS Form 990s in 2019 and 2020.  The 2019 IRS Form 990 disclosed over 

$1.4 million in excess benefit transactions, some of which were under review.  The 2020 IRS Form 
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990 disclosed more than $145,000 in additional excess benefit transactions.  Although reported for 

the first time after this action was commenced, these transactions occurred during the period 2013 

to 2019, and involved the Individual Defendants, LaPierre’s wife and numerous other senior 

executives and officers of the NRA.   

For example, in its 2019 Form 990, filed in November 2020, the NRA disclosed excess 

benefits paid to multiple current and former officers, as set out in the following excerpts:   
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7 

 

As noted above, the Form 990 is the IRS' primary tool for gathering information about tax-

exempt organizations, educating organizations about tax law requirements and promoting 

compliance. As such, it asks questions about internal controls and governance.  For example,  

• Question 25 of Part IV of the Form 990, asks at Line 25a: “Did the organization 
engage in an excess benefit transaction with a disqualified person during the year? 
If ‘Yes,’ complete Schedule L, Part 1.”  

• Question 25b of Part IV asks “Is the organization aware that it engaged in an excess 
benefit transaction with a disqualified person in a prior year, and that the transaction 
has not been reported on any of the organization’s prior Forms 990 or 990-EZ? If 
‘Yes,’ complete Schedule L, Part 1.”   

• Question 5 of Part VI of the Form 990 asks: “Did the organization become aware 
during the year of a significant diversion of the organization’s assets?”  

See Harris Report, Appendix E (NRA 2019 Form 990) at p. 4 and p. 6. 
 

Furthermore, the NRA’s answers revealed the payment of excess benefits in the current 

and in multiple former reporting years that had not been timely disclosed in the prior years. In 

addition, in the NRA’s 2019 Form 990, the NRA reported that “There are other transactions in 

2019 and prior calendar years that are still under review by the NRA and/or are currently subject 

to dispute in the following legal proceedings: [list of proceedings omitted]” See Harris Report, 
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Appendix E (NRA 2019 Form 990) at Schedule L, part I, Line 1-1A. The NRA’s reporting of 

excess benefit transactions appears, by their own admission, to be incomplete.   

The NRA similarly reported payments of excess benefits in the current and prior years on 

its 2020 Form 990.  For example, on the Schedule L of the NRA’s 2020 Form 990, excess benefit 

transactions for Defendant Phillips relating to NRA payments for airfare to and from his home in 

Dallas, Texas to Washington, D.C. between 2014-2018 are reported.  These excess benefit 

transactions were not timely reported in earlier filings.   
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10 

In addition, the 2019 Form 990 disclosed that the NRA had “become aware during the year 

of a significant diversion of the organization’s assets.”  See Harris Report, Appendix E (NRA 2019 

Form 990) at Part VI, Section A, line 5. The disclosure further stated that in addition to the excess 

benefit asset diversions reported on Schedule L, discussed above, the NRA became aware that an 

employee had “diverted $41,820.37 from the NRA.” Id. at Schedule O, page 91. That employee 

was Mildred Hallow, who was one of Defendant LaPierre’s special assistants, who remained 

employed by the NRA after the reported embezzlement was discovered.  See Wang Aff., Ex. B, 

Deposition of Mildred Hallow, Tr. 269:4-11.  

See Wang Aff., Ex. C,   

The NRA’s reported instances of excess benefit transactions and significant diversions of 

assets are relevant to the trier of fact in making a determination of whether the NRA properly 

administered charitable assets, particularly in the context of reporting of excess benefits and 

diversions at other comparable nonprofits. 

B.   Dr. Harris applies a reliable empirical analysis of publicly available data to arrive at 
her conclusions. 
 

Dr. Harris sets forth her opinions and the bases for her opinions in an expert report and 

rebuttal report. Plaintiff engaged Dr. Harris as an expert witness to provide the following:  

A. An assessment of how the National Rifle Association of America (“NRA”) 
compares to other US nonprofit charitable organizations in reporting of excess 
benefit transactions with disqualified persons. 

B. An assessment of how the NRA compares to other US nonprofit charitable 
organizations in reporting of significant diversions of assets. 

 
Harris Report at p. 4. In conducting her assessments, Dr. Harris used data from Amazon Web 

Services’ (“AWS”) on-demand cloud computing platform.  The data is a collection of IRS 
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11 

informational Tax Form 990s.  All available electronically filed Form 990s10, filed for years 2010 

through 2020, were downloaded as of July 26, 2022.  The data downloaded from AWS is routinely 

used by tax, accounting, and nonprofit researchers to conduct empirical analyses and is the same 

dataset relied upon for all Dr. Harris and her co-authors’ published U.S. nonprofit empirical 

studies. Id. at 8. 

 In her initial report, Dr. Harris analyzed data from Form 990s between 2010 and 2020. She 

broke down the total universe of data into three relevant sub-groups comparable to the NRA.  The 

first, and largest, subgroup is all electronically filing 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) organizations.11  This 

subgroup was comprised of 285,354 unique nonprofits, a group to which the NRA belongs. The 

second subgroup contains only 501(c)(4) social welfare organizations, a group to which the NRA 

belongs.  The second subgroup was comprised only of 68,826 organizations.  The final subgroup 

is large 501(c)(4) organizations, defined as 501(c)(4) organizations with more than $100 million 

in total assets.  This group was limited to 109 unique organizations, a group to which the NRA 

belongs.  This third sub-group is most comparable to the Defendant NRA because it contains only 

501(c)(4) organizations that have more than $100 million in total assets.  

In Table 4 of Dr. Harris’ report, Dr. Harris compares the 3 subgroups and identifies all of 

the excess benefit transactions reported by organizations in each subgroup.  Looking specifically 

at the third (and smallest) subgroup of large 501(c)(4) organizations most closely comparable to 

the NRA, only 2 of 109 unique organizations reported excess benefit transactions in the time period 

2010-2020. Even fewer reported excess benefit transactions that occurred in prior years but were 

not reported in the filing for the year it occurred. Harris Report pp. 16-20.   

 
10 See supra FN 8.  
 
11 See discussion supra pp. 3-4 and FN8. 
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Based on her analysis, Dr. Harris concluded that “the NRA is one of less than 2% of 

charitable organizations in the U.S. that electronically filed their IRS Form 990 and reported excess 

benefit transactions or significant diversions of assets between 2010 and 2020.” Id. at 24. Dr. 

Harris notes that “the NRA is the only large, 501(c)4 nonprofit organization reporting prior period 

excess benefit transactions between 2010 and 2020. Id. at 20.  Dr. Harris also notes that “if the 

NRA had reported excess benefit transactions in the years they actually occurred, the statistics 

provided would include an additional 8 organization years of current excess benefit transactions, 

indicating that the NRA’s excess benefit transactions would account for 91% (10/11) of all excess 

benefit transactions reported by large, 501(c)4 organizations in the U.S. between 2010-2020. Id. 

at 24.  Dr. Harris concludes: “this analysis has demonstrated that very few US charitable 

organizations have reported private inurement12 in their organizations over the past 11 years and 

the fact that the NRA has reported numerous such transactions indicates their operations violated 

IRS requirements prohibiting private inurement and can be considered abnormal when compared 

to other 501(c)3 and 4 organizations.”  Id.   

In her rebuttal report13, Dr. Harris also compares the NRA to groups of nonprofit 

organizations to which Defendant LaPierre’s proffered compensation expert, Michael Graham, 

compares the NRA for purposes of examining the reasonableness of Mr. LaPierre’s compensation.  

These are organizations that LaPierre’s expert deems most comparable to the NRA. Dr. Harris 

finds that none of the purportedly similar organizations cited by Graham reported the type of 

private inurement transactions disclosed by the NRA. This further supported Dr. Harris’ 

 
12 Private inurement occurs where an individual working on the inside of an organization receives any of the 
organization’s net income or inappropriately uses any of its assets for personal gain.  See I.R.C. Section 501(c)(3) 
and (c)(4).  
 
13 Wang Aff., Ex. D, Rebuttal Report of Dr. Erica Harris, October 7, 2022. 
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13 

conclusion that the NRA is far outside the norm when compared to similar U.S. nonprofit 

organizations. 

Dr. Harris concludes, based upon her analyses, that the NRA is an outlier in terms of excess 

benefit transactions and significant diversions reported between 2010-2020.  Dr. Harris opines that 

very few US charitable organizations have reported private inurement in their organizations and 

that, as a result, the NRA can be considered an outlier when compared to other 501(c)(3) and (c)(4) 

organizations. 

LEGAL STANDARDS 
 

The admissibility and limits of expert testimony fall within the sound discretion of the trial 

court. De Long v. Erie County., 60 N.Y.2d 296, 307 (1983); Robins v. City of Long Beach, 192 

A.D.3d 709, 710 (2nd Dep’t 2021).  The standard for admissibility of expert witness testimony is 

that the “expert opinion is proper when it would help to clarify an issue calling for professional or 

technical knowledge, possessed by the expert and beyond the ken of the typical juror.” DeLong, 

60 N.Y.2d at 307. Expert testimony is admissible not only on “highly technical” questions but, 

more broadly, “to clarify a wide range of issues calling for the application of accepted professional 

standards.” Selkowitz v. Nassau County., 45 N.Y.2d 97, 102 (1978). Put differently, expert 

testimony must be “sufficiently relevant to have probative value.” People v. Aphaylath, 68 N.Y.2d 

945, 947 (1986). As gatekeepers in determining the admissibility of expert testimony, the court 

must determine that three principal requirements are met: the expert must be qualified, the expert’s 

opinion must be relevant and helpful to the trier of fact, and the expert’s opinion must be reliable. 

See, e.g., People v Oliver, 45 Misc. 3d 765, 776-77 (Sup. Ct. Kings Cnty. 2014).   

The NRA’s motion does not challenge Dr. Harris’ qualifications. The NRA instead focuses 

on the second requirement.  
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Dr. Harris’ opinions, based on her analysis of IRS 990 data and her professional experience, 

meet the standards of being relevant, helpful to the trier of fact, and reliable.  

 

ARGUMENT 

I. The Opinions of Dr. Erica Harris are Relevant, Well-Grounded, and Admissible.  
 
 Dr. Harris’ opinions are relevant to whether the number of incidents and number of years 

in which incidents were reported are standard within the nonprofit world or render the NRA an 

outlier.  Dr. Harris concludes that the Defendant NRA falls markedly outside the normal standards 

of other nonprofits and this conclusion is relevant to Plaintiff’s claims that the Defendants failed 

to properly administer the NRA’s charitable assets.  Dr. Harris’ report and testimony utilize her 

analysis and professional knowledge to assist the finder of fact in putting into context the 

significance of the NRA’s reporting of numerous excess benefit transactions and significant 

diversions of assets.  Her opinion will enable the finder of fact is able to compare the NRA’s 

reporting of excess benefit transactions and significant diversions of assets to other similar sized 

and similar type organizations.  Dr. Harris is providing the finder of fact with this helpful 

information that is relevant to whether the NRA is properly administering charitable assets.   

II. Dr. Harris’ Statistical Analysis is Reliable. 
 

The NRA has asserted various, baseless arguments claiming that Dr. Harris’ analysis is 

unreliable.  As set forth below, these arguments are without merit.  

A.   Dr. Harris’s statistical analysis does not rely on cherry-picked facts.  
 

Dr. Harris conducted an objective statistical analysis of all electronically filed IRS Form 

990s between 2010 and 2020 for 3 distinct sub-groups of IRS electronic filers.  Dr. Harris did not 

arbitrarily cherry-pick certain organizations with which to compare the NRA’s reporting of excess 

benefits and significant diversions of assets.  Rather, she compares the NRA to all comparable 
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organizations using a logical breakdown of the data provided by all nonprofit organizations who 

electronically file their IRS Form 990s. See Harris Report, p.8. The data is broken down into groups 

from large to small, and each group is a sub-group of the data to which the NRA belongs. Id. at 

pp. 8-9.  Any claim of cherry-picking is entirely baseless.  

B.   The data underlying Dr. Harris’ conclusions is not fatally flawed. 
 

The NRA tries but cannot undermine the reliability of Dr. Harris’ conclusions by pointing 

to a handful of Form 990 disclosures by small charities who paper file their 990s and are not 

included in the data set for that reason. 

The NRA relies on the identification of four organizations as purportedly improperly 

excluded from Dr. Harris’ dataset: (1) Faizan-E-Aisha, Inc., (2) Juniper Hills School of Place 

Based Education, (3) Light Horse Legacy Inc., and (4) Providence Self-Sufficiency Ministries Inc.  

However, these organizations were not included in the relevant data set because the organizations 

did not file their IRS Form 990s electronically.14  Organizations which file their IRS Form 990 by 

paper tend to be smaller, less sophisticated organizations. All four of these organizations file their 

IRS Form 990s in paper form and are substantially smaller in total asset size15 and not comparable 

to the NRA.  This is a simple and straightforward explanation of why these organizations are not 

included in Dr. Harris’ dataset, and does not render her clearly defined data set flawed or the result 

of any cherry-picking of data.  These organizations would also serve as poor comparators for an 

organization that is the size of the NRA and their inclusion in her data set would be inappropriate.  

 
14 The IRS requirement of an organization to file electronically is $10 million and above in total assets and over 250 
combined returns. See supra FN8. 
 
15 Faizan-E-Aisha, Inc. reported $0 in total assets on its 2019 Form 990. Juniper Hills School of Place Based 
Education reported having $69,217 in total assets on its 2019 Form 990.  Light Horse Legacy reported $338,148 in 
total assets on its 2018 Form 990.  Finally, Providence Self-Sufficiency Ministries disclosed $1,475,993 in total 
assets on its 2018 Form 990.  
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Dr. Harris focused on electronic filers because electronic filing organizations tend to be larger and 

more comparable organizations to the NRA and because paper filings are not digitized and the 

data is not readily available in a useable format.  

C.   The existence of possible false or underreporting does not change Dr. Harris’ 
conclusion that the NRA is an outlier. 

 
The NRA unsuccessfully tries to claim that the existence of incidents where organizations, 

like NRA, failed to report excess benefits and diversions of assets, renders Dr. Harris’ analysis 

unreliable.  The NRA has not identified any data that suggests most or even many organizations 

make false reports or under-report excess benefit transactions or significant diversions of assets, 

and certainly has not identified any basis to believe that false reporting on the Form 990 occurs in 

a statistically significant number.  

Instead, the NRA points to the public scandal surrounding The Wounded Warrior Project 

as an instance of false reporting by a public charity. NYSCEF 1321 (NRA Mem.) at 9.  The NRA 

assumes, based solely on media reports about a scandal within The Wounded Warrior Project, that 

excess benefit transactions or significant diversions of assets occurred and went unreported.  

However, the NRA offers no admissible evidence of the occurrence of excess benefit transactions 

or significant diversions of assets at The Wounded Warrior Project to support its claim of false 

reporting.  

Furthermore, the NRA fails to acknowledge its own misreporting of IRS Form 990 data. 

As Dr. Harris points out in her reports, “In considering how much of an outlier the NRA is in terms 

of excess benefit transactions reported between 2010-2020, it is worth noting that if the NRA had 

reported excess benefit transactions in the years they actually occurred (from the table in section 

V, sub-section B it appears excess benefit transactions took place in every year between 2011-

2019), the statistics provided would include an additional 8 organization-years of current excess 
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benefit transactions, indicating that the NRA’s excess benefit transactions account for 91% (10/11) 

of all excess benefit transactions reported by large 501(c)4 organization in the US between 2010-

2020.” Harris Report at p. 24. 

False and underreporting by nonprofit organizations is certainly a possibility. False or 

underreporting, however, would subject the organization and its officers to potential repercussions. 

Organizations attest to the accuracy of their IRS Form 990 filings under penalties of perjury16.  

Defendant NRA may pursue its theory of false reporting as a ground for cross-examination in an 

attempt to attack the weight of Dr. Harris’ testimony. But it is not a basis to bar the admissibility 

of Dr. Harris’ testimony since it has not shown that incidents of false reporting are statistically 

significant and would change Dr. Harris’ conclusion in any meaningful way.   

D.   Dr. Harris’ statistical conclusions are not misleading. 
 

The NRA attacks Dr. Harris’ conclusions by criticizing the method in which Dr. Harris 

chose to sub-divide the data into three different groups.  Dr. Harris’ division of organizations is 

not arbitrary but is rather a logical breakdown of nonprofit electronic filers of Form 990s into three 

sub-groups to compare against the NRA. After this data is broken down into three groups, Dr. 

Harris compares the NRA to all organizations in each group.  While the NRA is a part of each of 

these groups, Dr. Harris argues that the third group is the most comparable to the NRA because it 

contains only organizations that are similarly 501(c)(4) organizations and large in size having over 

$100 million in total assets. 

Even comparing the NRA to the organizations that defense expert Michael Graham uses in 

his expert report, Dr. Harris comes to the same conclusion, namely that the NRA is the only 

organization amongst both comparison groups that reports private inurement transactions and 

 
16 See IRS Form 990, Part II, Signature Block and 26 U.S.C. §7206(1).  
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therefore is an outlier. See Wang Aff., Ex. D, Rebuttal Report of Dr. Erica Harris, October 7, 2022, 

pp.1-2.  Accordingly, using each and all of these logically defined groups of organizations to 

compare the NRA against, Dr. Harris finds that the NRA is an outlier in terms of its reporting of 

excess benefit transactions and significant diversions of assets.  

Furthermore, the NRA cites to Raskin v. Wyatt Co., 125 F.3d 55, 67 (2d Cir. 1997) in 

arguing that Dr. Harris utilizes “artificially inflated” statistics to bolster her conclusions.  NYSCEF 

1321, at p.13.  However, the facts in Raskin, and the statistical analysis performed by the expert 

therein, are distinguishable from the statistical analysis performed by Dr. Harris.  In Raskin, an age 

discrimination lawsuit, the expert report compared the retirement ages of Wyatt employees to the 

general population earning more than $75,000 per year.  The expert did not account for the 

presence, in the comparison group, of those without pension plans or those who were self-

employed, who both tend to work longer, and thus the expert was found to have “artificially 

inflated” the comparison group.  The failure to account for the presence of pension plans was a 

factor that skewed the findings in the comparison group. Further, the expert in Raskin ignored 

promotions of people who turned 50 years old during the time period in question.  Both of these 

factors led to the court’s finding that the report and its statistical analysis was “scarcely helpful to 

a jury.” Raskin, 125 F.3d at 67. Here, no such factors are present.  Dr. Harris did not alter any of 

the datasets, included all the relevant data points, and no external factors such as pension plans or 

self-employment were relevant.  She separated the datasets into relevant sub-groups and then used 

all of the various sub-groups in her comparison.  Indeed, she even used a group of comparators 

that were identified by Defendant LaPierre’s expert.  

Using all these various datasets, Dr. Harris comes to the same conclusion with respect to 

each dataset; that comparing the NRA in every dataset, the NRA is an outlier in terms of its 
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reporting of excess benefit transactions and significant diversions of assets.  The statistics used by 

Dr. Harris are not “artificially inflated” and her findings would be helpful to a jury. 

E.   The reimbursement of certain excess benefit transactions has no relevance to 
Dr. Harris’ statistical conclusions. 

 
The fact that certain private inurement transactions were reimbursed by some individuals 

involved does not change or alter the finding that a private inurement transaction took place and 

was reported. The NRA takes issue with the fact that Dr. Harris uses the terms “Uncorrected,” 

“Corrected,” “Disputed,” “Under Review,” “Under Investigation,” and “Alleged by OAG,” but 

does not explain what they mean.  NYSCEF 1321, at p. 13.  Regardless of the status of the 

transaction, the underlying fact is that either a transaction took place or the NRA reported that a 

transaction took place.  Dr. Harris is not inflating the number of transactions that took place but 

rather relying on the NRA’s own reporting in its 2019 and 2020 IRS Form 990s.  

Furthermore, Dr. Harris applies the same logic to all nonprofit organizations that are being 

compared with the NRA in terms of reporting of excess benefit transactions and significant 

diversions of assets.  Namely, Dr. Harris also does not consider whether other organizations 

“corrected” the excess benefit transaction or significant diversion of assets by having the individual 

make repayment.  Dr. Harris’ data is not skewed but instead treats all nonprofit organizations 

reporting of excess benefit transactions and significant diversions of assets in the same way.  

III.   Dr. Harris’ conclusion that the NRA violated IRS requirements is based upon 
admissions by the NRA, supported by her analysis and is not an impermissible inference or 
an improper legal conclusion.  

 
The NRA’s challenge to Dr. Harris’ statements that the NRA violated IRS requirements 

also must fail.  First, Dr. Harris accepts as true information that is reported on an organization’s 

IRS Form 990, submitted and attested to under penalties of perjury by the organization.  Dr. Harris 

assumes the truth of the NRA’s IRS Form 990s, and assuming the facts reported are true, the NRA 
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itself has reported private inurement at their organization, which is a violation of the IRS 

requirements prohibiting private inurement at Section 501(c)(4) organizations. “Section 501(c)(4) 

of the Internal Revenue Code expressly prohibits inurement of the net earnings of an entity 

otherwise described in that paragraph to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual.17”   

Secondly, the NRA argues that the reporting of private inurement at a nonprofit 

organization should be seen as evidence of compliance and transparency at an organization.  The 

fact that certain excess benefit transactions or significant diversion of assets may have been 

disclosed by an organization is legally required. It is not an achievement.  In addition, the fact that 

some of the disclosed incidents have allegedly been “corrected” by repayment to the organization 

does not change the fact that the excess benefit transactions or significant diversion of assets took 

place.  Dr. Harris’ conclusions are supported by her analysis and are not misleading but rather 

conclusions drawn based on her analysis and professional knowledge. 

Finally, Defendant NRA also argues that Dr. Harris’ conclusion that Defendant NRA 

violated IRS requirements insofar as the NRA reported that private inurement took place within 

the organization, is an impermissible legal conclusion and invades the province of the trier of fact. 

Dr. Harris’ conclusion is not an impermissible legal conclusion. “In a sense, opinion testimony of 

an expert witness necessarily enters upon the jury's province, since the expert -- and not the jury -

- draws conclusions from the facts, which the jury is then asked to adopt. Such testimony, however, 

is admissible where the conclusions to be drawn from the facts ‘“depend upon professional or 

scientific knowledge or skill not within the range of ordinary training or intelligence.’” People v. 

Cronin, 60 N.Y.2d 430, 432, (1983)(citation omitted). 

 
17 https://www.irs.gov/charities-non-profits/other-non-profits/inurement-section-501c4  
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Dr. Harris does not draw a legal conclusion, rather using her expertise and experience, she 

explains the import of the NRA’s admissions.  Such a conclusion is a factual conclusion within 

the province of an expert in nonprofit accounting to draw and it is helpful to the trier of fact. The 

trier of fact, or an ordinary layperson, is not familiar with the intricacies of IRS code requirements, 

the implications of reporting of excess benefit transactions or significant diversions of assets, or 

how common an excess benefit transaction or significant diversion of assets is in the context of 

the U.S. nonprofit sector.  Dr. Harris’ conclusions aid the trier of fact in being able to examine 

these issues in full context.  The key inquiry is whether “the facts cannot be stated or described to 

the jury in such a manner as to enable them to form an accurate judgment thereon, and no better 

evidence than such opinions is attainable.”  Id. at 433 (citation omitted). Here, the best presentation 

of complex facts concerning IRS requirements and the implications of reporting of excess benefit 

transactions and/or significant diversions of assets is through an expert skilled in nonprofit 

accounting with the professional knowledge to present her findings in an understandable manner 

to the jury.  Dr. Harris’ testimony and report, and its conclusions, aid the trier of fact in this precise 

manner, allowing the trier of fact to gain a better understanding of the various nonprofit accounting 

scenarios presented in this case.  

 

CONCLUSION 
 

For the foregoing reasons, the Court should deny the NRA’s motion to exclude the expert 

testimony of Dr. Erica Harris, together with such other and further relief as the Court deems just, 

proper, and appropriate.  
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Dated:  May 5, 2023  
  New York, New York  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
LETITIA JAMES 
Attorney General of the State of New York 
 
 
/s/ William Wang  
William Wang 
Assistant Attorney General  
NYS Office of the Attorney General  
28 Liberty Street  
New York, New York 10005  
(212) 416-6026 
William.wang@ag.ny.gov  
 

MEGHAN FAUX, Chief Deputy Attorney General for Social Justice 
JAMES SHEEHAN, Chief of the Charities Bureau 
EMILY STERN, Chief of the Enforcement Section, Charities Bureau 
MONICA CONNELL, Senior Litigation Counsel, Charities Bureau 
Of Counsel 
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Attorney Certification Pursuant to Commercial Division Rule 17 
 

I, William Wang, an attorney duly admitted to practice law before the courts of the State 

of New York, certify that the foregoing memorandum of law contains 6,470 words, excluding 

the parts exempted by Rule 17 of the Commercial Division of the Supreme Court (22 NYCRR 

202.70(g)). In preparing this certification, I have relied on the word count of the word processing 

system used to prepare this memorandum of law.  

Dated:  May 5, 2023  
  New York, New York  
 

/s/ William Wang  
William Wang 
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